
Clarifications to Bidders’ Queries
ITB 008/17

Supply and Installation of Medical Equipment to Ninawa, Anbar and Salah Al din
Governorates in Iraq

Serial Queries from Bidders Clarifications from UNDP
1 What is the maximum possible deadline

extension?
The Bid submission deadline has been extended
until 20 February 2017, 14:00 hours.

2 Was this tender also published on the
UNGM online platform, or was it only
sent by email to several parties?

The ITB was published in the sites of UNGM,
UNDP and UNDB. Also the ITB was shared with
LTA holders from various UN Organizations in
order to widen the competition.

3 Are partial bids acceptable? According to DS No 5(C.20) under Data
Sheet/Instruction to Bidders (ITB Page 16), Partial
Bids will not be accepted.

4 After submiting the offer via e-mail and
dropping the bid security to Arbil-UN
facility should we provide a hardcopy of
the offer to Bid box of UN in Arbil or
sending the bid as email will be enough?

Please be advised that Bids must be submitted via
e-mail as indicated in the ITB document. Kindly
follow the instruction of the ITB document and do
not submit the hardcopy of your offer to the
UNDP Bid Box in Erbil.

5 Does the project require the legalization
of the shipping documents? If yes, how
many copies/document sets will be
required per location?

The potential company is advised to contact a
global freight forwarder to know the details about
the standard requirement of the shipping
documents for each location from the point of
origin to the destination.

6 Do the goods have to be delivered
directly to each of 3 locations?

Yes, all the equipment have to be delivered to
each of 3 locations.

Note: Above clarifications to queries will be considered as an integral part of the ITB document
(Ref: 008/17). All other terms and conditions in the ITB shall remain unchanged until any
further notice.


